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A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) determination circuit to
determine the SNR of an input having signal com-
ponents (S) within a given frequency range and noise
components (N), without actual measurement of the
noise (N) components. Input means receive the input,
and first filter means having a frequency bandpass
range different from said given frequency range are
connected to the input means to convert the db level
of the input SNR to another level. Bandpass limiter
means having a constant signal plus noise output level
are connected to the output of the first filter means,
the signal-to-noise ratio of the input to the bandpass
limiter means being linearly related to the. dbm level
of signal components at the output thereof, for a given
db range of converted SNR input levels. Calibrating
means are connected to the bandpass limiter means
and are responsive to the signal components at the
output thereof to derive the SNR of the input to the
determination circuit. The SNR determination circuit
is disclosed for use in a diversity receiver having a plu-
rality of input channels. Weighting means are used to
weight the channels prior to summation to provide
maximum signal-to-noise ratio at the output of a com-
biner.
10 Claims, 3 Drawing Figures
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1 2
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO DETERMINATION filter having a frequency range substantially wider than
CIRCUIT the band of IF information signals. This converts the
noir-iKi r>c -rue iwvcwTinw SNR at the outPut of the bandpass filter to a db levelORIGIN OF THE INVENTION
 whkh js ,ower than ^  {rue §NR of ^  ,p information
The invention described herein was made by an em- 5 signals. This is done so that the SNR at the input to the
ployee of the United States Government and may be bandpass limiter is converted to a range wherein the
manufactured and used by or for the Government for bandpass limiter output signal (S) versus the input SNR
governmental purposes without the payment of any is linear. The characteristics of the bandpass limiter are
royalties thereon or therefor. such that the output signal (S) therefrom contains a
^ ,^~~ ^ ~.,.- .»,,,-,.,-™~,., 10 complete description of the SNR at the input to theBACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
 band
P
pass limiter
P
which can be calibrated to
P
derive the
1. Field of Invention true SNR, thereby making it unnecessary to measure
This invention relates to a signal-to-noise ratio the noise component. An embodiment of the invention
(SNR) determination means and to means to optimize wherein the SNR determination circuit is employed in
diversity receiver performance by improvement of out- 15 a coherent diversity receiver is also disclosed.
put SNR. The invention has particular utility in coher- Applicant's invention provides certain advantages
ent diversity receivers wherein individual channels are over the prior art such as:
weighted to provide the greatest possible output signal- 1. Simple rapid SNR measurement;
to-noise ratio. 2. True E,/En2 weighting for a diversity receiver
2. Prior Art 20 3. Optimal operation with arbitrary channel antenna
The prior art does not disclose a circuit for determin- gains, line losses, noise figures, etc.
ing SNR in a manner similar to the applicant's. Further- 4. No upper limit on the number of channels to be
more, most prior art optimization schemes determine combined.
relative signal-to-noise ratios of each channel of a re- 5. No assumptions or approximations in the
ceiver on the basis only of received signal levels, disre- 25 weighting process are required as do present AGC
garding noise in each channel. The Munch U.S. Pat. weighting receivers.
No. 3,495,175, discloses a prior art diversity system 6. Easy installation in receivers presently equipped
wherein determination of channel relative signal-to- with AGC weighting.
noise ratios is made by separately measuring both the 7. No requirement for rms noise measurements that
signal and the noise components of received intelli- 30 inherently exhibit a long time constant and prevent
gence. Another known type of system is disclosed by rapid noise measurements.
Shiki U.S. Pat. No. 3,320,115, which monitors the SNR 8. Combination of an unlimited number of channels
of received signals by extracting and monitoring only without complex interface equipment.
level variations of noise components in the applied sig- ^
 BRffiF DESCRIpJION QF JHE DRAWINGS
Prior art SNR determination circuits and optimiza- FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the applicant's SNR de-
tion circuits attendant therewith are extremely suscep- termination circuit and weighting circuitry for use in a
tible to errors. Further, when used in coherent diversity coherent diversity receiver;
receivers using the known AGC weighting technique, FIG. 2 is a graph showing the SNR characteristics of
several disadvantages result as follows: 40 a bandpass limiter;
1. Disability to detect noise figure differences be- FIG. 3 is a graph showing the relationship between
tween channels; output signal (S) and input SNR of a bandpass limiter.
2. Disability to detect antenna noise temperature dif-
 DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTIONferences between array elements in a diversity system; DtlAlLtU UfcSCKIPIION Oh IHb I N V h N I I O N
3. Disability to compensate for gain or loss differ- The principle of operation of the signal-to-noise de-
ences between channels without causing errors in termination circuit according to applicant's invention,
weighting; may be described with relation to FIG. 1 in conjunction
4. Disability to feasibly perform SNR determinations with the IF portion of channel 1 of a coherent diversity
and weighting; receiver. The signal (S) and noise (N) input compo-
5. Disability to properly perform diversity combining nents are applied from the phase lock section of the co-
with antenna elements of unequal gain. herent diversity receiver via IF input channel 1 con-
_ nected to amplifier A1, which operates with automatic
SUMMARY OF INVENTION gain control (AGC) derived from coherent detection of
These and other disadvantages of prior art circuits the amplitude of the signal (S) component as described
for determining SNR are solved by the instant inven- hereafter.
tion wherein a simplified SNR determination circuit is The output of amplifier Al is applied to bandpass fil-
employed which provides an accurate indication of ter Fl at the input of the SNR determination circuit 11
SNR without actual measurement of the noise compo- and to the input of the signal (S) detection portion 1-2
nent. The SNR determination circuit of applicant's in- ,. of receiver channel 1. For illustrative purposes, the
vention enables a substantial improvement of the oper- bandwidth of signals at the output of amplifier Al
ation of diversity receivers when used in conjunction would typically be 1 MHz or more and the IF informa-
therewith, without requiring complicated and expen- tion bandwidth would typically be 30 KHz. The output
sive circuits to derive actual SNR measurements. of amplifier Al is thus applied to 1 MHz bandpass filter
Applicant's invention makes use of the characteris- ,, Fl, which comprises the first component of the SNR
tics of a bandpass limiter to derive a determination of determination circuit, and to 30 KHz bandpass filter F2
SNR that is linearly related to the true SNR. The input of the signal (S) detection circuit of receiver channel
to the SNR determination circuit comprises a bandpass 1.
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The bandwid th of filter Fl was chosen according to
the relationship WW,, = 33 BW f l , wherein BWfl is
equal to the IF information bandwidth and BWFl refers
to the bandwidth of filter Fl. The signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR), at the output of filter Fl will then be approxi- 5
mately 15 db lower than the IF signal-to-noise ratio
(.V/V7f )2 at the output of filter F2, because of the band-
width relationship between filters Fl and F2:
&SNR = SNRt - SNR, = 10 loglo (BWFlIBWn) }Q
The output of filter Fl is connected to the input of
bandpass limiter 2 which may comprise a saturated am-
plifier of the type described by W. B. Davenport in
"Signal-to-Noise Ratios in Bandpass Limiters," Journal
of Applied Physics, pp. 720-727 June, 1953). Band- 15
pass limiter 2 provides an essentially constant output
signal plus noise (S+N).
The signal (S) and noise (N) components of the
power out of bandpass limiter 2 are related to the sig-
nal-to-noise ratio (SNR), at the input to the bandpass 20
limiter by the following equations:
-+(SNR),
IT
.,N =*
_4
TT
l + 2(SNR)t
(1) 25
(2). 30
The value of L is related to the peak output voltage
of bandpass limiter 2 and is a constant. These relation-
ships are described by P.M. Gardiner in "Phaselock
Techniques" John Wiley & Sons, Inc. (1960) and can 35
be solved to derive SNR0 at the output of the bandpass
limiter as follows:
SNR0 1 + 2 (SNR)J4/n + (SNR),
(3) 40
45
50
The relationship is shown graphically in FIG. 2.
The significance of equations (1) and (2) above is
the relationship between output signal (S) and input
SNR. Thus, the signal-to-noise ratio of input signal to
the bandpass limiter completely defines the output sig-
nal (5) therefrom, because constant L is determinable.
Since the output (S+N) of the bandpass limiter is cons-
tant, and having the input to output SNR charactertics
(Equation (3), FIG. 2), the output signal (S) from the
bandpass limiter is defined by the input SNR to the
bandpass filter. The relationship is shown in FIG. 3. •
Note from FIG. 3 that the output signal level (S)
from the bandpass limiter versus the input SNR thereto
is non-linear in the region of acceptable IF signal-to-
noise ratios. However, filter Fl in the SNR determina-
tion circuit has a wider bandpass range than the IF in-
formation bandwidth. Thus, if a 30 KHz IF information
bandwidth is assumed, and a 1 MHz bandpass filter is
 6Q
connected to the output of amplifier Al, the conse-
quence is that the bandpass limiter of FIG. 1 sees a
SNR that is approximately 15 db below the IF SNR at
the output of filter F2.
As an example, a 10 db IF signal-to-noise ratio
 65
would, by the use of the described 1 MHz bandpass fil-
ter connected between the output of amplifier Al and
the bandpass limiter, be converted by 15 db ttra —5 db
SNR at the input to the bandpass l imi ter . For inpu t
SNR below —5 db the bandpass limiter is operative to
produce a linear relationship between input SNR and
output signal (S) within 0.5 db.
Thus, when the IF signal-to-noise ratio falls below 10
db, the bandpass limiter remains operative within the
linear region shown in FIG. 3, and consequently oper-
ates as desired. The output of the bandpass limiter
comprises signal and noise components within a 1 MHz
bandwidth. Since the limiter signal output component
(S) contains a complete description of the SNR existing
at the input to the bandpass limiter, the output noise
therefrom is of no further value in determining SNR at
the input to the bandpass limiter, and can be eliminated
by narrow bandpass filter F3 connected between the
output of the bandpass limiter 2 and the input to mixer
3.
The output of filter F3 is applied to mixer 3 for co-
herent detection by mixing with the phase lock refer-
ence signal in known manner. The output of mixer 3 is
applied to low pass filter F4 to remove the high fre-
quency term and provide the output of SNR determina-
tion circuit 11 which is a DC output signal that is l in-
early related to the true SNR at the output of amplifier
Al.
The true IF SNR is higher than that determined by
the SNR determination circuit because of the band-
width ratios between filters Fl and F2. The signal-to-
noise ratio derived from the input to bandpass limiter
2 is thus lower than that existing at the bandwidth to
which the IF information is restricted. However, as ex-
plained above, the relationship therebetween is a cons-
tant value which depends upon the relative bandwidths
of filters Fl and F2. Therefore, the detected output of
the low pass filter F4, which is indicative of the SNR at
the input to bandpass limiter 2, may be calibrated to in-
dicate the true SNR of the IF at the output of filter F2.
The described SNR determination circuit 11 has par-
ticular utility for use in a coherent diversity receiver
wherein each channel must be weighted directly as the
signal (S) voltage and inversely as the square of the
noise (N) power therein. This means that optimum per-
formance of a diversity receiver can be achieved only
if the input channels are weighted in proportion to their
respective E,/En2. The block diagram of FIG. 1 shows
an embodiment of applicant's SNR determination cir-
cuit within a phase lock receiver having AGC control
to maintain the signal level (S) constant at IF.
An important characteristic of this invention should
be realized. When the IF SNR falls below 10 db, the ap-
plicant's SNR determination circuit remains within the
linear region and operates properly. When the IF SNR
rises, the SNR determination circuit inherently be-
comes less sensitive and its weighting capability is di-
minished. This is precisely the desired performance of
a diversity receiver. Diversity receivers need only
weight the incoming signals accurately when the signal-
to-noise ratio at IF is less than approximately 10 db.
For higher signal-to-noise ratios, the improvement
from combining is inconsequential.
The process of widening the bandwidth in the SNR
determination portion of the receiver does not seri-
ously affect its performance since the signal has already
been phase locked in a different part of the receiver at
a narrower bandwidth. By using the phase lock refer-
ence in the mixing stage of the SNR determination por-
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tion of the receiver, followed by low pass filter F4, the
added noise is in effect eliminated.
A multi-channel diversity receiver according to this
invention would preferably use one SNR determination
circuit for each channel. The SNR determination cir- 5
cuit in conjunction with the AGC level for each chan-
nel enables the weighting process for each channel in-
dependent of all other channels. Subsequent to
weighting, the output from each channel is summed in
the combiner (9). 10
The weighting circuitry is described with reference to
the coherent diversity receiver of FIG. 1. The DC level
at the output of filter F4 is applied to squarer circuit 4,
which functions to square the output of filter F4 and
feed it to log amplifier 5. The voltage existing at the 15
output of log amplifier 5(2 log E, - 2 log En ) is thereby
linearly related to the SNR power ratio at IF.
The output of filter F2 is applied for detection to
mixer 6 which has an additional input thereto con-
nected to the phase lock reference. The output of 20
mixer 6 is connected to low pass filter F5 to remove the
high frequency term and provide a DC output signal in-
dicative of the signal (S) component of the IF input to
channel 1. The automatic gain control (AGC) in a co-
herent diversity receiver is a measure of the signal (S) 25
voltage level in a particular channel. Thus, in FIG. 1,
the voltage at the output of filter F5 is a measure of the
signal (S) voltage level in channel 1. The output of fil-
ter F5 is connected to log amplifier 7, the output of the
latter being linearly related to log E,. The outputs of log 30
amplifiers S and 7 are connected to subtracter 8 in a
manner wherein the output of log amplifier 7 is sub-
tracted from the output of log amplifier 5 to provide an
output linearly related to (log E, -2 log En ).
The output of subtracter 8 is thus linearly related to 35
the log of the ratio (E, / En2 ). This is the desired
weighting factor for channel 1 of the n channel array
shown in FIG. 1, and is applied to a voltage controlled
amplifier 10 which receives the IF information signals
phase, as indicated by an additional constant ampli-
tude, coherent reference input signal, and having un-
known noise components (N) , said input signal having
a bandwidth BW,, comprising:
input means to receive said input signal;
first filter means connected to said input means and
having a bandwidth BW,, greater than the signal
bandwidth BW,, for decreasing, by a predeter-
mined level, the SNR of the input signal to a level
less than —5db.
bandpass limiter means having a bandwidth BWt at
least as large as BW,, said bandpass limiter means
including an input and an output, said output hav-
ing a constant signal plus noise output power level,
said bandpass limiter input being; connected to
said first filter means;
calibrating means, coupled to said output of said
bandpass limiter means and responsive to said sig-
nal component at the output of said bandpass lim-
iter means, for coherently detecting said signal
component in accordance with said knowledge of
both frequency and phase, to derive the SNR of the
input to the SNR determination circuit, wherein
said calibrating means is adapted to receive said
constant amplitude coherent reference signal, and
further includes a mixer having first and second in-
puts, the first mixer input being coupled to said
bandpass limiter means output and said second
mixer input being connected to receive said cons-
tant amplitude coherent reference signal, said
mixer output having an ac and a DC component,
and
a low frequency bandpass filter coupled to said mixer
output for extracting said DC component, said DC
component thereby providing a calibrated mea-
. surement of the SNR of said input signal.
2. An SNR determination circuit as recited in claim
1, including a narrow band filter having the center of
anTfeVdsthem'Vo'the'co^ 40 its Pass band at said inPut fluency S, said narrow
sponse to the weighting factor. band fllter bein8 ""erposed between said bandpass lim-
In coherent receivers for nondiversity applications, iter means and said flrst mixer inPut-
the SNR determination circuit according to applicant's 3- An SNR determination circuit as recited in claim
invention may be connected to provide a continuous 2 wherein the center of said narrow band filter is fixed
indication of SNR. Further, where AGC monitors are 45 and wherem the input signal to the SNR determination
provided, conversion can be made to true SNR moni- circuit remains constant in frequency.
4. Intermediate frequency (IF) receiver means in-
cluding signal-to-noise ratio indicator means having an
output representative of the true SNR of a received IF
these are not absolutely necessary. Other adaptive 50 signal, said IF signal having a signal component (S) of
methods of phasing diversity receivers are available, a known frequency and phase, indicated by an addi-
and these are also compatible with applicant's inven- t'onal constant amplitude coherent reference input sig-
tion if a known reference is established to coherently nal. and having unknown noise components (N), corn-
detect the signal level. The bandwidth ratios chosen are ,
for the described example only. Any bandwidth ratio
tors.
Although the invention is described herein for only
one set of bandwidth ratios and a phase lock receiver,
may be chosen as long as the detected signal (S) output
of the SNR determination circuit is linear with IF SNR
over the desired region. The bandpass limiter 2 (S+N)
output level was assumed to be zero dbm in the illustra- ,-
live example but this may be varied as desired.
Other modifications can be made to applicant's in-
vention without departing from the scope thereof as
provided in the appended claims.
I claim
1. A signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) determination cir-
cuit to determine the SNR of an input signal having a
signal component (S) of a known frequency and known
65
prising:
input means having bandwidth BW, to receive said IF
signal, and an output, said input means establishing
the noise temperature for said receiver means, said
output being connected to a terminal;
first filter means having a first bandwidth BW,
connected to said terminal to decrease the db level
of the SNR at said terminal to a first db level db,,
where BW, greater than BW.;
bandpass limiter means having a bandwidth BWL at
least equal to said first bandwidth BW,, said band-
pass limiter means including an input and an out-
put, said output having a constant signal plus noise
output power level, said bandpass limiter means
3,737,781
8
input being coupled to the output of said first filter
means;
calibrating means coupled to the output of said band-
pass limiter means and responsive to the signal
component at the output of said bandpass limiter 5
means to derive the SNR of the received radiation
therein, said calibrating means being adapted to re-
ceive said constant amplitude coherent reference
signal, a mixer having first and second inputs, the
first mixer input being coupled to said bandpass 10
limiter means output and said second mixer input
being connected to receive said constant amplitude
coherent reference signal, said mixer output having
an ac and dc component, and a low frequency
bandpass filter coupled to said mixer output for ex- 15
trading said DC component thereby providing a
calibrated measurement of the SNR of said IF sig-
nal;
second filter means connected to said terminal, said
second filter means having a second bandwidth 20
BW2 less than said first bandwidth BW,, said sec-
ond filter means being connected to said terminal
to convert the db level of the SNR at said terminal
to a second db level db2, said first level being re-
lated to said second level according to the relation- 25
ship,
SNR = db2 - db, = 10 log (BW t/BW2) ,
wherein the output of said second filter means contains
the information in the received IF signal and is adapted 30
to demodulation.
5. IF receiver means as recited in claim 4, including
a narrow band filter having the center of its pass band
at said known frequency of said signal S, said narrow
band filter being interposed between said bandpass lim- 35
iter means and said first mixer input.
6. IF receiver means as recited in claim 5, wherein
the center of said narrow band filter pass band is fixed
and wherein the IF signal to said input means remains
constant in frequency. 40
7. In a diversity receiver having a plurality of IF chan-'
nels, each channel having coherent AGC to maintain IF
signal level constant therein and channel combiner
means to provide for optimized output signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), THE IMPROVEMENT COMPRISING: 45
input means to receive said IF signal associated with
each channel having a bandwidth BW, and an out-
put, said input means establishing the noise tem-
perature for said receiver means, said output being
connected to a terminal associated with each chan- 50
nel;
a SNR determination circuit for each channel, each
SNR determination circuit having first filter means
having a first bandwidth BW,,, connected to said
channel associated\terminal to convert the db level 55
of the SNR at said terminal to a first db level db,;
bandpass limiter -means having a constant signal
plus noise output level connected to the output of
said first filter, the SNR of the input to the band-
pass limiter being linearly related to the dbm level 60
of the signal component of the output thereof for
a given db range of converted input SNR levels;
calibrating means connected to the bandpass lim-
iter means and responsive to the signal component
at the output thereof to derive the SNR of said IF
channel signal input;
second filter means, said second filter means having
a second bandwidth BW2 different from said first
bandwidth BW,, being connected to said channel
associated terminal to convert the db level of the
SNR at said terminal to a second db level db2, said
first level being related to said second level accord-
ing to the relationship
A SNR = db2 - db, = 10 log ,„ (fl(f,/BW2)
wherein the output of the second filter means contains
the information in said IF signal and is coupled to said,
combiner;
detection means connected to the output of said sec-
ond filter means to derive the level of signal com-
ponent (S) of the input applied to said channel as-
sociated terminal;
a weighting means, said weighting means connected
to the calibrating means and to the detection
means to derive a weighting factor for each chan-
nel which is proportional to Esi/ENl2, where E, is
signal voltage and EN is noise voltage in each chan-
nel i at said channel associated terminal, including
variable gain means responsive to said weighting
factor for adjusting the level of each channel input
to said combiner, said variable gain means being
interposed between said second filter means and
said combiner.
8. A diversity receiver as recited in claim 7 further
comprising third filter means connected between the
bandpass limiter means and the calibrating means to
filter out the noise (N) components from said bandpass
limiter output.
9. A diversity receiver as recited in claim 8, wherein
said calibrating means is adapted to receive an addi-
tional constant amplitude coherent reference signal sig-
nal, said calibrating means further including a mixer
having first and second inputs, the first mixer input
being coupled to said bandpass limiter means output
and said second mixer input being connected to receive
said constant amplitude coherent reference signal, said
mixer output having an ac and dc output, and a low fre-
quency bandpass filter coupled to said mixer output for
extraction of said dc output.
10. A diversity receiver as recited in claim 9 wherein
said weighting means includes:
a squarer circuit, said squarer circuit being coupled
to said low frequency bandpass filter of said cali-
brating means for squaring the output of said low
frequency bandpass filter;
a first log amplifier coupled to the output of said
squarer circuit;
a second log amplifier coupled to the output of said
detection means;
a subtracter means having first and second inputs and
an output, said first subtracter input being coupled
to the output.of said first log amplifier, said second
subtracter input being coupled to the output of said
second log amplifier, said subtracter output being
said weighting factor.
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